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Abstract
This paper discusses some fundamental aspects in signal conversion for controlling
analog plants using digital computer. We especially emphasize on analog to digital (A/D)
and digital to analog (D/A) conversion processes. Mathematical models for A/D and D/A
conversion processes are derived with the corresponding hardware implementation
examples for better understanding about the processes.
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1. Introduction
Signal conversion is a process for signal conditioning so that it meets the specification
requirements in the next processing step [1]. This article discusses about signal
conversion for controlling analog plants using digital computer. The discussion
emphasizes on analog to digital (A/D) conversion, digital to analog (D/A) conversion,
signal sampling, and methods for signal multiplexing.
The General Control Law (GCL) usually is defined using discrete variables in scalar or
vector forms [2]. The following equation describes a formula of GCL in difference
equation:
n

ekT    aek  i T   bek  j T 
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where e(kT) denotes discrete signal, a and b are some positive constants, k is a positive
integer, and T is sampling interval (see Figure 2 and 3 for an intuitive description of the
variables). In practice there are always delays in the conversion process, e.g., delay in
analog signal e(t) to discrete signal e(kT) conversion process, delay in arithmetic
operation, and delay when converting the discrete signal back to another analog signal [3].
The following summarizes the delays in signal conversion process:
1. Delay in the input (analog to digital conversion):  A/ D
2. Delay in the computation (e.g.: difference equation and error checking
computation):  C
3. Delay in the output (digital to analog conversion):  D/ A
The following formula gives condition that must be met for signal conversion
processing in order to guarantee the theoretical assumption about infinitesimal
processing time:

 A / D   C   D / A  T
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2. Signal Conversion System
Signal conversion system is responsible to convert a signal from one form to another
form without altering information contained in the signal [1]. This system is only
responsible for transforming the physical form of the signal. Based on information
preservation capability, signal conversion process can be classified into two classes:
lossless conversion and lossy conversion [4]. As the terms implied, in lossless conversion
there is no information loss in the converted signal and in lossy conversion there is
information loss or reduction in the converted signal. Some examples of lossless
conversion are conversion from electrical current to voltage or frequency, electrical
voltage to current or frequency, and frequency to electrical voltage and current. And
examples of lossy conversion are A/D and D/A conversion.
2.1. The A/D Conversion
The A/D conversion is especially important as the output can be sent to digital
computers for further processing and analysis. In some applications, the output of the
digital computer (digital signal) can be transformed back to analog signal for controlling
analog plant. To improve the quality of conversion, usually antialiasing filtering is
applied to analog signal before it is converted to digital signal [5], and smoothing filtering
is applied to digital signal before it is converted back to analog signal [6].
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Figure 1. Signal Conversion System
Figure 1 describes a generic signal conversion system where transducer is a device that
converts a physical quantity from the analog plant such as pressure, temperature, velocity,
light intensity, or position into an electrical signal (current, voltage, or frequency), and
vice versa. The input and output ports (serial or parallel) are interfaces that connect
the computer with external environment. A multiplexer is a device that is used to
manage data traffic between ports [7].
Analog signal from the plant is first read by transducer and then passed to filter for
signal conditioning (such as signal amplification and intensification, spectrum conversion,
and noise reduction) to meet receiving device specifications. This analog signal is then
converted to digital form (binary coded) by digital processor for the next processing stage.
After digital manipulation and processing, this signal is transferred to memory and then
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the computer can perform analysis and generate a digital control signal that will be
converted to analog control signal for controlling the plant.
Sequencing process in A/D converter is controlled by signals that are generated in
the computer interfaces [8]. These control signals can be generated and controlled
by either software or hardware (or combination of both). The D/A processing is
usually much easier to be controlled because the output is synchronized with the
CPU cycle and the data is transferred directly without handshaking process [9].
2.2. The D/A Conversion
The signal for controlling plant produced by computer is digital signal in binary form.
This digital control signal can be directly used in digital plants such as stepper motor and
transistor [10]. If the plant is analog, then the signal must be transformed to analog signal.
The digital control signal goes through two conditioning process before it is transformed
to analog control signal: coding for determining amplitude of the analog signal for each
predetermined interval and holding for generating discrete signal [11]. Figure 2 describes
an example of D/A signal conversion. The left picture depicts the signal after the coding
process, and the right picture depicts the signal after the holding process (y-axis is the
amplitude of the signal and x-axis is the time).
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Figure 2. Conditioning Processes in D/A Signal Conversion
The D/A coding process is conducted by reading signal amplitudes information from
memory and generating the amplitude for each predetermined interval based on these
information (left picture in Figure 2). After all amplitude values are generated for every
interval, the signal is held by the hold device to form the discrete signal g(kT) (right
picture in Figure 2). Subsequently, the analog signal g(t) is generated from g(kT) by using
the following formula:
M 1

g (t )   gk [u1 (t  kT)  u1 (t  kT  T )]
k 0

where u-1 denotes unit impulse signal. Figure 3 shows the resulting analog signal g(t)
from this D/A conversion process.
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Figure 3. Analog Signal Generation from Discrete Signal
The D/A conversion process described above is performed by D/A converter; a
hardware device that performs the conversion process. The output of this device is usually
in electrical current or voltage. A time delay  D/ A is usually added in the D/A converter
structure to capture the delay in the conversion process. Figure 4 gives an example of
such D/A converter hardware.
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Figure 4. A Hardware Configuration for Performing D/A conversion
As shown in Figure 4, the conversion process from binary signal to analog signal can
be physically performed by using register, electronics switches, and passive resistor
network. The output voltage Vout in the figure can be represented by:

Vout  Vref (b1 21      bn 2q )
where bi denotes the value of input in bits from q-bit register. Every register bit from
most significant bit (MSB) to least significant bit (LSB) is given a weight by the resistor
network according to its binary digit. In this case, every bi has a weight of Vref/2i.
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3. Input Signal Interfacing
Transducer or sensor is used to convert a physical quantity from plant into another
quantity that can be processed by digital system [12]. The physical quantity to be
measured from the plant is usually a continuous analog signal. However, discrete
quantities such as the number of event in a time interval e.g. cardiac cycle can also be
considered as inputs for transducer.
In this paper, the output from transducer is assumed to be only electrical signals such
as current, voltage, or frequency. This output usually needs to be conditioned first to meet
the input specification of the receiving A/D converter device, e.g., input for ADC
0808/0809 device from Texas Instrument must be voltage in the range of 0-5 V [13]. The
signal conditioning process usually involves scaling and shifting operations. In the
following we illustrate, with examples, the conditioning process for converting output
signal in electrical current, voltage, or frequency from transducer to the corresponding
voltage that meets input specification of an A/D converter.
3.1. Current to Voltage Conversion
For this conversion, the operations that must be performed are current to voltage
conversion, scaling, and shifting operations. Mathematically, these three operations can
be modeled with the following equation:

Vout  aIin  b
where Vout denotes output signal from the signal conditioner, a denotes scaling factor,
Iin denotes the input, and b denotes shifting factor. The mathematical model above can be
implemented by circuit in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Current to Voltage Converter
The relationship between Vout with Iin in Figure 5 can be described with the following
equation.

Vout  

R3
V  I in R1 
R2

As shown, the scaling and shifting operations can be performed by adjusting the values
of R1, R2, R3, and V.
3.2. Voltage to Voltage Conversion
To condition the output voltage from transducer or sensor to the A/D converter, scaling
and shifting operations are necessary. Mathematically, these operations can be modeled
with:
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Vout  aVin  b
This mathematical model can be implemented with the following electrical circuit.
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Figure 6. Voltage to Voltage Converter
And the relationship between Vout and Vin can be written with the following equation.

Vout  

R2
V  Vin 
R1

Accordingly, the scaling and shifting operations can be performed by adjusting the
values of R1, R2, and V.
3.3. Frequency to Voltage Conversion
Frequency to voltage conversion is the first operation needs to be performed to
condition the signal from transducer or sensor that produces frequency as the output.
After this operation, scaling and shifting operations can be applied subsequently to obtain
suitable input for the A/D converter. To convert frequency to voltage, LM2907 or
LM2917 device from National Semiconductor can be utilized. Figure 7 shows the
schematic diagram for LM2907 device.
Based on device specification in the manual [14], the relationship between Vin and f in
Figure 7 can be written as:

Vin  VccR1C1 f
Vin is then scaled and shifted so that A/D converter can process it further where voltage
to voltage converter in Figure 6 can be used to convert Vin to Vout.
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Figure 7. Schematic Diagram of LM2907 [14]

4. Conclusion
Signal conversion is a fundamendal process to condition measurement signal or output
signal from one device to another device for further processing. The conversion must be
done if the measurement or the output signal does not meet input specification of the
receving device. The incompatibility is the reason behind signal conversion. As there are
many cases where we need to control analog plants with digital computer, understanding
A/D and D/A conversion processes become an indispensable and fundamental knowledge.
In this paper, we have discussed some principles in signal conversion. We emphasized the
discussion on A/D and D/A conversion processes and provided mathematical models for
the conversion processes with the corresponding hardware implementation for description
purpose.
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